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The 21cm universe

TEGMARK & 
ZALDARRIAGA 

08 

EOR

LSS

SDSS

 HI 21cm radiation observable up to 
z~150

 Up to 1016 modes to z~50(Hubble/
Jeans)3 

 Physics:  Lensing, gravity waves, 
primordial NG, BAO, AP (Pen 04, Loeb & 
Zaldarriaga 04, Lewis & Challinor 07, etc.)

 Astrophysics: EoR, galaxy 
formation & evolution

 Experiment Now

 EoR: GMRT-EoR, PAPER, LOFAR, 
MWA, 21CMA, EDGES, DARE

 BAO: GBT, CRT, CHIME        

      (also talks by Thijs, Roy and Ray)
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21cm Large-Scale Structure 

 0.5<z<2.5, HI traces under-
lying matter distribution, can be 
used to measure Baryon Acoustic 
Oscillations (BAO), 109 h-1 Mpc 
scale => dark energy 

(a) Input box (b) Recovered box

Fig. 34. A simulation of foreground removal for the SKA, when telescope noise is low
and 21 cm tomography might be possible. The main features of the box, especially
the largest ionized bubbles (shown in black), are robustly recovered. This simulation
utilizes a fifth-order Chebyshev polynomial basis for foreground removal, as well as
the additional step described in the text of zeroing the large bubbles to calibrate
the foregrounds. The box is ∼ 400 comoving Mpc across at z ∼ 9 and contains 1283

pixels. From [411].

ground lines, terrestrial interference, and ionospheric distortion.

9.4.1 Radio Recombination Lines

Unlike free-free and synchrotron emission, foreground radio recombination
lines (RRLs) can introduce significant structure in frequency space. These
lines, which are generated by recombination cascades through high-n elec-
tronic levels in HII regions, could therefore be serious contaminants. Little is
known about the RRL background at the low radio frequencies accessed by
redshifted 21 cm instruments; indeed, these experiments could turn out to be a
major source of new information about both galactic and extragalactic RRLs.
Here we briefly summarize our existing knowledge of the RRL background (for
a comprehensive review, see [419]; see also the discussions in [272, 274, 420]).

The most likely source of contamination is our Galaxy. The frequency of a
hydrogen RRL between levels n and n − ∆n is

ν ≈ 153∆n
(

n

350

)−3

MHz. (163)

Observationally, the lines tend to occur every 1–2 MHz over the frequency

156

Tracing large-scale structure

The cosmic web at z~0.5, as traced by

luminous red galaxies

SDSS BOSS

A slice 500h-1 Mpc across and 10 h-1 Mpc thick

Z1 10

LSS; BAO EOR
M. White 

 6<z<10, Epoch of Reionization 
(EoR), HI shows tomographic 
history of reionization, ~20-50 
Mpc scale => astrophysics

 Large-scale HI temperature fluctuation intensity mapping;  
CMB-like, in 3D
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21cm Intensity Mapping
 Due to small emissivity, HI in emission is difficult to detect. 

 Previously, HI direct detection at z~0.2 (Verheijen et al 2007), 
stacking at z~0.37 (Lah et al. 2007); both on galaxy scales.

“Intensity Mapping” (Chang et al 2008, Wyithe & Loeb 2008):
 instead of HI associated with galaxies, interested in HI associated with 

large-scale structure  

 measure the collective HI emission from a large region, more massive 
and luminous, without spatially resolving down to galaxy scales.

 Measurement of spatially diffused spectral line, in the confusion-
limited regime

 Brightness temperature fluctuations on the sky:  just like CMB 
temperature field, but in 3D   

 Low-angular resolution redshift surveys:  LSS science, economical 
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Foregrounds
 

Haslam 408 MHz Foregrounds:  much brighter than signal, but no spectral structure

 
150K - 200 K;  
300 hrs observation 
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Observing 21cm Large-Scale Structure 

(a) Input box (b) Recovered box

Fig. 34. A simulation of foreground removal for the SKA, when telescope noise is low
and 21 cm tomography might be possible. The main features of the box, especially
the largest ionized bubbles (shown in black), are robustly recovered. This simulation
utilizes a fifth-order Chebyshev polynomial basis for foreground removal, as well as
the additional step described in the text of zeroing the large bubbles to calibrate
the foregrounds. The box is ∼ 400 comoving Mpc across at z ∼ 9 and contains 1283

pixels. From [411].

ground lines, terrestrial interference, and ionospheric distortion.

9.4.1 Radio Recombination Lines

Unlike free-free and synchrotron emission, foreground radio recombination
lines (RRLs) can introduce significant structure in frequency space. These
lines, which are generated by recombination cascades through high-n elec-
tronic levels in HII regions, could therefore be serious contaminants. Little is
known about the RRL background at the low radio frequencies accessed by
redshifted 21 cm instruments; indeed, these experiments could turn out to be a
major source of new information about both galactic and extragalactic RRLs.
Here we briefly summarize our existing knowledge of the RRL background (for
a comprehensive review, see [419]; see also the discussions in [272, 274, 420]).

The most likely source of contamination is our Galaxy. The frequency of a
hydrogen RRL between levels n and n − ∆n is

ν ≈ 153∆n
(

n

350

)−3

MHz. (163)

Observationally, the lines tend to occur every 1–2 MHz over the frequency
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Tracing large-scale structure

The cosmic web at z~0.5, as traced by

luminous red galaxies

SDSS BOSS

A slice 500h-1 Mpc across and 10 h-1 Mpc thick

Z1 10

BAO EOR

M. White 

z ~1 ~10

Science goal BAO EoR

Signal (mK) 0.1 10

Tsys (K) 30 300

Foreground spatial 
fluctuation (K)

0.1 10

Size scale ~10’ - 1.4 deg;  109 h-1 Mpc 

(non-linear scale - first peak)
~10’-30’;  20-50 Mpc
 (bubble scale)

First proposed 2007 1970’s?

First mesurement 2010; cross-correlation >2011;  upper limit

Strategy single dish Interferometers
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Probing Large-Scale Structure

 Measuring Baryon Acoustic Oscillation with HI power 
spectrum at z~1
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Green Bank Telescope  
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Chang, Pen, Bandura, Peterson, in Nature 2010

Measure HI & DEEP2 
optical cross-correlation 
on 9 Mpc (spatial) x 2 
Mpc (redshift) comoving 
scales 

HI brightness temperature 
on these scales at z=0.8: 

T = 157 ± 42 μK   

ΩHI r b = (5.5 ± 1.5) x 10-4

Highest-redshift detection 
of HI in emission at 4-
sigma statistical 
significance.           

HI Intensity Mapping at z=0.8
Cross-correlating GBT HI & DEEP2 optical galaxies at z ~ 0.7-1.1
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GBT:  Current limit on HI auto-correlation at z~1  

300 hours, 50 deg2 survey at 
the GBT

 Measuring the WiggleZ fields 
at 800 MHz band, 0.5 < z < 1.1

 Foreground subtraction using 
SVD, correcting for frequency 
dependent beam

 Foreground subtraction down 
to factor of 1000

fluctuations: 200 mK v.s. 
0.06 mK

3

bandwidth in a single window. Observations using
GUPPI began in late February, 2011,1 and in the past
five months we have applied 177 hours of telescope
time to the 15 hr RA field and 62 hours to the 22 hr
RA field. Here, we describe results from a partial
analysis of data from the 15 hr RA field (compris-
ing 100 hours on the target field). Analysis of the
22 hr RA field is ongoing, and the 1 hr RA field has
not yet been activated. We have also been testing
various calibration techniques and working to char-
acterize many aspects of the telescope.

The data are first run through our new flagging
and calibration pipeline and then our map-making
pipeline. We are developing an optimal map-making
pipeline to take advantage of the cross-linked scan
strategy (following the CMB community), and de-
scribe results from a mature version here. The first
panel of Fig. 1 shows one frequency slice of the re-
sulting data cube. Further following the CMB com-
munity, we divide the data from the season into four
equal groups to produce four cubes. We then con-
sider the cross-correlation of the 6 pairs of distinct
cubes (never calculating an autocorrelation of the
cube with itself). The 21 cm signal and foregrounds
should correlate between cubes but thermal noise
will not [18], thus avoiding noise bias.

To clean foregrounds from these cubes, we first
calculate the frequency-frequency covariance matrix
(Cν,ν�) from a pair of cubes. The matrix is then
factored to find the largest, most correlated modes.
These modes are assumed to be dominated by fore-
grounds, which are both very bright and highly cor-
related between frequency slices. The modes can
then be fit and subtracted along each line of sight.2

Fig. 1 shows the impact of foreground removal.

Foreground subtraction is the primary challenge
for 21 cm intensity mapping, and the principal result
of this analysis is that foregrounds can be subtracted
to the level of the signal and with modest loss to the
signal itself. This is fundamentally due to the fact
that foregrounds (dominated by synchrotron emis-
sion) are slowly-varying in frequency, and have few
degrees of freedom relative to the 21 cm signal itself,

1 Our early data in this allocation were contaminated by an er-
ror in the spectrometer back-end of GBT and this telescope
time was refunded to us.

2 The choice of the number of modes is subjective at present.
See related discussion in [19].

FIG. 1: Top: A constant-frequency slice of the GBT-
GUPPI cube at 744 MHz within the WiggleZ 15 hr field
from 25 hours of integration time. The variance of
maps prepared in this way is 220 mK, dominated by syn-
chrotron emission. Bottom: The map with 15 foreground
modes subtracted. The residual is noise dominated. The
correlated covariance between such maps and the Wig-
gleZ survey is 0.06 mK consistent with the expected level
of emission from large scale structure. Because the beam
varies strongly with frequency, The foreground subtrac-
tion algorithm convolves to a common resolution, which
sacrifices the pixels in the map near the boundary.

which can vary nearly from pixel to pixel along the
line of sight.3 We will refer to the extent of clean-
ing by the number of modes removed, which should
be understood as the number of degrees of freedom
relative to 230 spectral bins in each line of sight.

After cleaning, we find the 3D correlation func-
tion of the radio data cube (using the cross-
correlation of the 6 distinct cube pairs), and the cross
correlation between the radio data and the optical
galaxy over-density inferred from WiggleZ and its
selection function.4 To test the pipeline and compare

3 A BAO survey could tolerate a small amount of residual fore-
ground in the auto-correlation because the BAO is such a dis-
tinctive feature, but further studies are required to understand
this tolerance.

4 The present weighting neglects pixel-pixel noise correlation
and so is sub-optimal, but we intend to develop both more op-
timal methods (such as advocated in [20]), as well as power-
spectral analysis developed for galaxy redshift surveys. These
methods would be developed in parallel with anticipated im-
provements in our noise model.

The GBT HIM collaboration

Continuum dynamic range ~10
Spectral dynamic range ~1000
Same requirement as EoR
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GBT:  preliminary 3D HI power spectrum at z~1  

The GBT HIM collaboration
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GBT 800 MHz multi-beam project  

Sri Srikanth, Steve White, John 
Ford, the GBT HIM collaboration
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 Building a 7-9 beam receiver at 800 MHz for HI survey (and pulsar search)
 Use Short-backfire Antenna (SBA) with a edge-tapered reflector; with a 

cryogenic tube connecting to the dipole to reduce Tsys 
 Prototyping underway;  Yuh-Jing Hwang, Chi-Chang Lin+ (ASIAA)
 Members include:  Sri Srikanth, Steve White, John Ford (NRAO), Jeff 

Peterson (CMU), Peter Timbie (U. Wisconsin), Chris Carilli (NRAO), Matt Dobbs 
(McGill), Dan Eisenstein (Harvard) + GBT-HIM team
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GBT high-z HI Survey  v.s.  Optical experiments 

 500 deg2, 3000 hours, 700-900 
MHz (0.5 < z < 1) 

HI provides a unique and large 
redshift window, at the onset of 
dark energy domination.

 HI provides a different 
measure than the optical 
surveys;  different systematics, 
different astrophysical biases. 

 HI surveys can be economical 
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HI BAO Experiment Prospects

HI Intensity Mapping Experiment:  10,000 m2 collecting area       
(1% of SKA), 2000 hrs of observation - competitive to DETF stage 
III experiment:  BOSS, DES 

 Chang, Pen, Peterson, McDonald 2008
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 HI cross-correlation (with DEEP2 optical galaxies): measured at 
z~0.8:  abundant HI at z~1; HI traces large-scale structure

 HI auto-correlation (power spectrum):  50 deg2, 300 hrs at GBT, 
possible detection (caution: foreground, calibration issues..)                                           

 GBT multi-beam focal-plane array at 800 MHz:         

 500 deg2, 3,000x4 hrs, measuring HI BAO distance scale to 3% 
accuracy.

 A  >1% SKA survey instrument ideal for Baryon Acoustic Oscillation 
measurement (e.g., Chang et al. 08, Wyithe & Loeb 08, Seo et al. 10):  
Wide-field survey, large collecting area, compact configuration, (~104 
m2) covering 0.5<z<2.5 (400-900 MHz, df~0.5 MHz), resolution ~10’ (10 
comoving Mpc); 

 C.f. CHIME (Cosmic Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment), CRT 
(Cosmic Radio Telescope).

21cm at z~1:  current status and outlook
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Probing Cosmic Reionization

 Measuring HI power spectrum from Epoch of 
Reionization (EoR) at z~8.5
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U.-L. Pen,  T. Chang, G. Paciga, J. Peterson, J. Roy, Y. Gupta, J. Odegova, C. Hirata, K. Sidgurdson,  
J. Sievers, S. Meyers

 

GMRT - Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope
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GMRT: 30 antennae, D=45m 
diameter, 14 elements within 
1km core;  3.3 deg FOV at 150 
MHz

20000 m2 collecting area (for 
EoR), 140-156 MHz,  8<z<9

Traditional dish arrays, large 
collecting area, small field-of-
view.

 EoR prediction:  20-sigma 
measurement on the HI power 
spectrum at k~0.1                                                        

GMRT-EoR forecast  

Ilive et al. 2008
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Galactic intensity foreground fluctuations:  ~1K at 150 MHz

RFI mitigation 
successful;  

physical 
elimination in 

progress
Installed software 

correlator;  collected a few 
x 100 hours of data

Pulsar phase 
referencing  
successful

No polarized point 
sources found

Upper limit at 
~100 mK

Upper limits on polarized 
diffuse foregrounds ~ 1K

“EoRgrider” 
Foreground 
subtraction 
underway
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Software Correlator at GMRT

15 nodes taking data (30x2 inputs);  16 nodes perform real-time 
correlation (data rate ~1.6 TByte/hour), allowing high time & freq 

resolutions;  collected more than 300 hrs of data
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Phase calibration at 150 MHz

Calibration at low frequency is non-
trivial

Use pulsar as phase calibrator
Take gated data:  16 gates per 

pulsar period; (pulsar-on - pulsar-
off) = clean, pulsar-only sky; solve 
for antenna gains

Use parallatic angle rotation to 
separate sky polarization and 
leakage
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Broadband RFI Mitigation - software

 Sky fringe-rotates but RFI’s don’t
 Use SVD-based technique to filter out largest few eigen modes 
 Successful RFI removal (reduced >1 orders of magnitude in temperature)        

LAG

TIME
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Broadband RFI Mitigation:  near-field imaging

Solving for hyperbolic functions (constant delays)
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Broadband RFI hungting at GMRT

 Use noise source as calibrator for 
position

 Use Yaggi antenna to localize RFI 

U. Toronto summer students 2011
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RFI:  near-field imaging

25
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Radio Frequency Interference
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GMRT current upper limits:

0.5MHZ

2 MHZ

8 MHZ

NO SUBTRACTION
2 MHZ

0.5MHZ

TS >> TCMB
TS >> TCMB

TS = TGTS = TG

CONSTANT R BUBBLES

JELIC 08 MODELS ILIEV 08 MODELS

Paciga et al., 2011

 T~70 mK, for the 0.5 MHz case
 Cross-day HI auto power spectrum

 Straight forward foreground subtraction:  subtract mean of 
(8, 2, 0.5) MHz, 60 < |U| < 200
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GMRT work in progress:  EoRgridr
 expand the CBIgridr (Myers et al. 2003) for 2D CMB to 3D EoR purpose
 added w-projection effect in the gridder

Phase Amplitude

∆̃ = R̃−1d̃�
∆̃ν∆̃T

ν

�
= S̃ + F̃

ṽ = Ãs̃ + ñ

R̃ = H̃ÃW̃ , ñd = H̃ñ

d̃ = R̃s̃ + ñd EoRGridr

∆̃ = (R̃T N−1R̃)−1R̃T N−1d̃ , N =< ñdñd
T >
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GMRT work in progress:  EoRgridr
 SVD foreground-subtracted estimated (normalized) signal 

covariance < Δν ΔνT > ~ S 
 After subtraction - no coherent phase structure
 Very preliminary!

Phase Amplitude
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Joining the PAPER team

PAPER SITE AT 
KAROO, SA

Pic: Nicole Gugliucci
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 On-going data analysis:  EoRgridr 
 Extend to 3D for foreground/power spectra analysis  

 More GMRT observations:  drift scan, near-transit observations, 
mosaicking

 RFI mitigation this summer:  team of summer students
 Current state-of-art spectral foreground subtraction limits on 10’ 

scales :  
 GBT (single dish): 1000:1 -- foreground spectrally smooth! 
 GMRT (interferometric): 100:1
 important metric for EoR measurements

 Current GMRT EoR power spectrum limit (~100 mK) c.f. Bebbington+ 
1986 (~5K), Ali+ 2008 (~4K), Parsons+ 2010 (~5K; PAPER)

 LOFAR, MWA, PAPER in operation - more results soon!

Outlook 
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CO Intensity Mapping 

 CO large-scale structure 3D maps of the 
universe at around the redshifts of EoR 
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 CO intensity mapping at EoR
LIDZ, FURLANATTO, OH, AGUIRRE, 
CHANG, DORE, PRITCHARD 2011 

Ionization 
field

galaxy/halo 
field

HI field CO field

 CO (star formation) large-scale structure at high redshifts (T ~ 1 μK)

 HI-Co anti-correlates on large-scales, constraining size evolution of 
ionized regions at EoR (Lidz et al. 2009)

 Righi et al. 2008, Gong et al 2010, Carilli 2011, Lidz et al 2011
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 CO intensity mapping with AMiBA-DACOTA

 1.2 m dish, 6 m baseline, currently operate at 83-102 GHz

 At 30-32 GHz, probes 6.19 < z < 6.67 for CO[2-1],  2.59 < z < 2.83 CO[1-0]

 At 31 GHz, resolution=6.7’, FoV =28’, probes >10 Mpc scales

 AMiBA team (ASIAA):  Paul Ho, Kai-Yang Lin, Ming-Tang Chen, Homin Jiang+ 

 DACOTA team (Berkeley/Arizona):  Geoff Bower, Dave Deboer, Dan Marrone+

• Optimized optical, feed and front-end attributes to minimize standing waves. The CO signal
will be detected as noise in the power-spectrum of the frequency axis, which may be masked
by standing wave effects.

• Deployment of optimized antenna shrouds and edge design for reduced antenna cross-talk.
This is necessary given the very weak signal.

• Extendable broadband (2 GHz) correlator using a ROACH3-based design to give broad red-
shift coverage. Most of the sensitivity to spatial scales comes from the range of frequencies
that are instantaneously measured by the correlator.

In addition to the technical advances, by utilizing existing hardware at the end of the proposal
period, we will produce a science-quality functional instrument and a deep on-the-sky integration.

DACOTA is a scientific and technical pathfinder in the search for the CO intensity mapping
signal and this proposal is part of a larger roadmap to understand and characterize molecular
gas in the early Universe. The design of DACOTA has been optimized to reach sensitivity in
the power spectrum commensurate with the signal level predicted for the EOR in self-shielded
models for CO abundances at z = 6. We predict a > 5σ detection with a 1000-hour integration at
z = 5.7. Given the much higher signal level of the z = 3 signal, we will make a > 10σ detection
at that lower redshift. While sensitivity and control of instrumental systematics are central to our
design, astronomical foregrounds, atmospheric effects, and interference are unlikely to be significant
hindrances, which is a strength of this technique. Through separate resources, the DACOTA team
is developing a low J = 1 → 0 band that will be matched to the J = 2 → 1 band of this proposal to
disambiguate the red-shifted signals. The success of DACOTA in detecting the z = 3 and z = 5.7
signals will give us substantial insight into how to detect fainter signals with greater significance.
Ultimately, as in the case of HI EOR measurements, a larger-scale mapping instrument based on the
technologies developed in this ATI can provide a detailed view of the EOR. DACOTA results will
provide an important complement to targeted galaxy observations obtained with EVLA, ALMA,
JWST, and other facilities.

This is a collaborative proposal between UC Berkeley and Arizona. DACOTA will be built with
significant contributions from Academica Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics (ASIAA;
Taiwan) in existing and new hardware, as well as in skilled engineering, scientific leadership, and
technical support. Further science observing after the 3-year proposal period will be supported
through ASIAA’s commitment to AMiBA site and operations support. In this proposal, we present
the description of the DACOTA instrument (§ 2), sensitivity estimates, comparisons with SZA
sensitivity, and estimates of sensitivity to cross-correlation with the HSC and HETDEX (§ 3), the
management plan and timeline (§ 4), broader impact (§ 5), and results from previous awards (§ 6).

Figure 2: A current picture of AMiBA atop
of Mauna Loa, HI. The antennas, platform
and infrastructure are all suitable for use by
DACOTA and will be utilized. Antennas are
1.2-m in diameter and have a 1.4-m spacing.
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Summary

 21-cm cosmology is exciting and provides a unique view of a 
significant fraction of the Universe.  

 HI “Intensity Mapping” proof of concept demonstrated at z~1 
 opens up 21-cm 3D large-scale structure studies (GBT 800 MHz 

focal-plane array; CHIME-like instrument)
 may be interesting for the CO lines at high (and low) redshifts     

(CO AMiBA-DACOTA project)
 EoR 21-cm science is important.  Initial results may come from 

several groups with different approaches in the next few years;  paving 
the way to SKA.

 Novel use of radio astronomy tools can lead to unique cosmological 
and astrophysical insights.
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